
THE LOCAL HOST - BILLY

Billy is a Wallaby. Wallabies are members of the 
Kangaroo family. They are, however, much smaller in 
size.  

THE BEACH AREA

DAMSELFISH

This beautiful marine fish comes in lots of bright, 
stunning colours and can be found in tropical waters. 
It usually spends its time among coral reefs. The 
most common types are Sergeant Major, Clownfish 
(better know as Nemo!) and the Blue Devil.

GREEN SEA TURTLES

The Green Sea Turtles spend almost all of their lives 
underwater. The newly emerged hatchlings crawl 
down to the sea from their beach hatcheries, and live 
in the open sea feeding on small fish, crustaceans 
and jellyfish. What makes the adults special is that 
they’re herbivorous, so they spend their lives grazing 
among the sea grass beds in shallower waters.

ANTHIAS

The Anthias fish lives in reefs of tropical oceans and 
seas. Its party trick is being hermaphroditic, which 
means it can be both male and female. These fish 
usually live in groups of at least five females and one 
male, and when the male dies the largest female 
simply turns into a male to replace him. 
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RAINBOW LORIKEET

This vibrant looking, multicoloured Australasian parrot 
can be found in the rainforest, bush and woodland. 
The youngsters have a black beak, which brightens 
to orange in the parrot’s adult years. It stays with its 
partner for life and travels around feeding on fruit, 
pollen and nectar. 

HERMIT CRAB

These creatures don’t stay in the same home for 
long. To protect its soft abdomen, the Hermit Crab 
shelters in an empty seashell, but when it outgrows 
the shell it has to find another. This leads to a truly 
fascinating scene: a group of crabs line up in order of 
height, and, once the chain is complete, each move 
from their own shell to the next size up! 

CORK HAT 

The cork hat is a stereotypical representation of the 
Australian culture. Pieces of cork shaped as bottle 
stoppers hang on string from the brim of the large 
floppy hat, traditionally thought to be for keeping 
insects away.   

BOOMERANG 

Boomerangs, considered by many as the earliest 
‘heavier-than-air’ flying machines, started out as 
hunting tools. They were later refined to create the 
returning boomerangs known today, used for sport 
and play.  It’s also associated with the Aboriginal 
Australian culture, due to its use in hunting. 
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THE BUSH AREA

CROCODILE

Affectionately referred to as ‘salties’ by Australians, 
these large aquatic reptiles tend to live in tropical 
freshwater. Successful ambush predators and 
excellent swimmers, they lurk patiently beneath the 
surface and then explode from the water to drag 
victims under water. Two of the crocodile’s lower 
teeth are visible when its mouth is shut.

DOT PAINTING

Traditionally scratched or drawn on rocks, Aboriginal 
art was borne from a fear that outsiders would see 
and understand the Aboriginal people’s sacred and 
private knowledge, and so they began to use dots to 
obscure the secret iconography underneath. It 
became one of the most exciting contemporary art 
forms of the 20th Century when a schoolteacher 
suggested painting the dots on canvas.  

MUDSKIPPER

Mudskippers are amphibious fish. They’re able to 
walk on land by using their front fins, and can 
catapult up to 60cm into the air. They can breathe 
through their skin and throat only when they are wet, 
so they live in humid areas. When threatened, 
they’ll show off their fin.

GOLDEN ORB WEAVER

This spider gets its name from its impressive yellow, 
shiny web. It can grow as large as 5cm and its pray 
ranges from small birds to snakes. Fishermen of the 
Pacific Ocean have been known to use the Golden 
Orb’s web as a fishing net. 
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CARPET PYTHON

This snake can reach up to 15kg and four metres 
long. Largely nocturnal, it’ll usually be found climbing 
trees in forests regions, rivers and woodland, and 
often near human habitats to feed on rats and other 
vermin. It kills its prey by constricting until suffocation. 

MANGROVE TREE

This huge tree can be found in tropical and 
subtropical tidal areas. It grows in saline swamps and 
its roots provide a habitat for oysters, algae, 
barnacles, sponges, shrimps, lobsters, fish and 
crustaceans. Its massive roots protect it from erosion, 
storm surges and tsunamis. 

ECHIDNA

The unique Echidna (pronounced e-kid-nuh) can be 
described as a spiny anteater, as it looks like a 
hedgehog with an elongated and slender snout that 
functions as both mouth and nose. It’s a monotreme, 
meaning a mammal that lays eggs, and it eats ants, 
termites, grubs, larvae and worms by using its long 
sticky tongue. It’s really timid and when it feels 
endangered it curls up into a ball and shields itself with 
its spine. It’s a powerful digger and uses caves and 
rocks to hide in extreme temperatures.

KOALA

The cuddly koala is native to Australia and lives in 
eucalyptus forests. These cuties love to eat the tree 
leaves which make up most of their diet. Koalas are 
sleepy animals and can sleep up to 18 hours every 
day! Baby koalas are called joeys and are carried 
around in their mothers pouch until they’re around six 
months old. Joeys like to stay close to their mothers 
and are often seen riding on their backs. 
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KANGAROO CROSSING SIGN

Why did the kangaroo cross the road? Because he 
was hopping to the other side! Kangaroos are well 
known for their bounciness, and often jump out into 
the road. That’s why ‘kangaroo crossing’ signs are so 
common in Australia!

DIDGERIDOO  

The didgeridoo is a famous 1,500 year old 
instrument. It was invented by indigenous Australians 
and is still used today. It produces a peaceful and 
earthy vibrating sound, which Pacca enjoys listening 
to as he travels around on his carousel!   
 

CRICKET 

Cricket is a game played between two teams of 11 
with a cricket bat and ball and is most famous in 
Australia, England, India and the West Indies. Every 
two years, England and Australia compete for the 
famous ‘Ashes’ trophy.

THE CITY AREA

KANGAROO

The kangaroo is the most famous of all the animals in 
Australia, as well as being the country's national 
symbol! Like the koala, kangaroos have a pouch to 
carry their young. They're well known for 
hopping around and can reach up to 70km when 
they’re searching for food and water.

BARBECUE

Australian people famously love to have a barbecue, 
or as they call it, ‘a barbie!’ Popular things to throw on 
the barbie are steak and prawns. 
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FRUIT BATS

There are more than 166 different species of fruit 
bats, who can generally be found in the forest. These 
creatures live together in large groups known as 
‘camps’ and, as they’re nocturnal animals, they sleep 
through the day by hanging upside down from their 
feet! 

SYDNEY SKY TOWER

The Sydney Tower is the tallest building in the city 
and, because it stands at a height of 309 metres, it 
can be seen all throughout Sydney and has 
appeared in many famous movies. Lots of tourists 
visit the city every year just to see this landmark.

WOMBAT

Wombats are native to Australia and are known for 
digging holes with their front teeth and claws! They 
have pouches on their backs so that they don’t get 
dirt on their young while digging. Wombats are 
herbivores and like to eat grass, herbs and bark, and 
though they’re slow animals they can reach speeds 
of up to 40km when in danger. A group of wombats is 
called a ‘wisdom’. 

PELICAN

Pelicans are large water birds known for their long 
beaks and large throat pouches! They use these 
pouches to catch fish and drain water before drinking 
it. Pelicans can be found on many of the world’s 
rivers and coastlines 
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SURFING

Australia is well known for surfing and it’s one of the 
country’s biggest sports. People from all over the 
world don their wetsuits and head to the coasts of 
Australia for the huge waves, which always make for 
a good surf!

SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE 

The Sydney Opera House is located in the city harbour and 
is one of Australia’s most recognised buildings. It took 16 
years to build (from 1957 to 1973) and was designed by the 
Danish architect, Jørn Utzon. The Opera House is still 
considered a masterpiece of modern architecture.
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